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October 15, 2000

Dear Friend,

Please find enclosed Questions on Athea Policy (or Candidates and Policymakers 
a joint APIC/Africa Fund publication. It is intended not only for this election
campaign period but for afterwards as well. When forced to pay attention to the
realities of debt and AIDS, even some of the most unlikely legislators have changed
their positions.

There is a pattern, however, in the repeated failure ofmost policymakers to listen.
As this letter is written, Con(gess is still consideriOi appropriatioi precisely
zero for U S obligations towards UN peacekeepini in Africa. Proposals for
cuts like these - specifically targeting Africa - reflect the unashamed racism that
still permeates U.S. foreign policy. We must be explicit in identifying and
attacking this structural racism, which is at the root of the failure to respond to
specific issues of concern to Africa

IMF/WorId Bank meetings in Prague last month brought new promises of a faster
pace for debt relief. with 16 African countries and 4 others scheduled to receive
some benefits before the end of the year. An anonymous "senior administration
official,." however, admitted to the New York Times (September 17, 2000) that the
new steps were largely "window-dressina" designed to placate protesters.

Even those countries qualifying for relief will be left with huge debt payments -
still outpacing desperately needed expenditures on health, education and other
development priorities. To add insult to injury, the U.S. Congress is balking at
providing the $435 million the administration has requested to pay the U.S. share for
these limited measures..

What is required is outright cancellation of the illegitimate debts of African
countries. Debts that went to finance Cold War dictators apartheid destruction and
damlliilll: structural adjustment policies should simply be cancelled

Demonstrations from Seattle to Prague show that the dogmas of free-market
fundamentalism are under challenge as never before. But the failure to develop
alternatives that are more than window-dressing is strongly linked to the fact that so
many of the victims of global apartheid are people of color whose suffering is
accepted as ''natural.''

The political climate on these and other Africa issues will not change unless public
pressure for real chanae continues to ~ow. APIC is workina closely wjth the Africa
Fund and the American Committee on Africa. as meraer plans proceed. to aet our
common messaaes out to eyer wider constituencies.

(over)



Among our activities in the last few months:

• A joint APIC/Amca Fund press conference on President Clinton's trip to NiKeria received wide coverage,
including multiple broadcasts by C-SPAN. Panelists raised questions about the failure of the administration
to offer debt cancellation to Nigeria, and its focus on militaJy cooperation while ignoring continued militaJy
repression in the Niger Delta.

• APIC widely distributed (bye-mail, on the web, and to Congressional offices) statements Cal1inK for debt
cancellation from the Africa Fund's networks of African-American religious leaders and state and local
officials.

* An APIC/Africa Fund op-ed published in The Boston Globe denounced the Export-Import Bank plan to
loan $1 billion at commercial rates to African countries for AIDS, and instead called for allocation of:five
percent of the budget surplus to a global emergency health fund to deal comprehensively with health issues
including AIDS.

* The Adyocacy Network for Africa (ADNA), for which APIC serves as co-chair and communications
facilitator, has KTOwn to oyer 210 member KToups. Be~g this month, an archive of action alerts, updates
and event notices shared among ADNA groups is avadable to the public in a special section of the APIC
web site.

• APIC's background paper Tallcin~ about 'Tribe' - which attacks one of the most pervasive and damaging
stereotypes about African conflicts - is being adapted for publication by Teaching Tolerance, which reaches
some 600,000 teachers and millions of students.

We are very grateful for your contribution to APIC earlier this year. Individual contributions from
supporters like you already total more than 150% of what they were for all of last year. But we are still
falling short of covering our full budget for this year. Would you please make it your personal respoosibiliD'
to use the enclosed form and persuade a friend or colleWJe who shares your concern for justice for Africa
to make a contribution? Or, as the year draws to a close, are you willing to include us in your year-end
contributions?

An early draft of the enclosed brochure was sent to Jim Lehrer and other media professionals in advance of
the presidential debates While we are not at all satisfied with the candidates' answers (see enclosed
Washington Post editorial for one important critique), we are pleased that Africa was mentioned at all in the
second presidential debate. We rely on you to help us to keep up the pressure.

Thank you for your partnership.

Sincerely,

Salih Booker
Director
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The Lesson of Rwanda

OVER THE course of 13 weeks in 1994, at least a half-million people were
massacred in Rwanda's genocide. It was a drawn-out, low-tech butchery,
much of it perpetrated with knives and machetes, and the killers often
interrupted their work to rape and torture their victims. A small outside
force-perhaps as few as 5,000 soldiers--could have stopped the slaughter
in its early stages. The failure of the United States and other powers to
act is one of the most shocking episodes of the past decade. But when
Rwanda came up during Wednesday's presidential debate, neither candidate
seemed to have grasped even its most basic lessons.

Gov. George W. Bush got the first chance to reflect upon Rwanda. He declared
that the Clinton administration was right not to send U.S. troops to stop the killing,
and that in the future there should be early waming systems in places where
genocide might happen. An aspiring president ought to know that, in the
case of Rwanda, there was no lack of early waming. Beginning In January
1994, three months before the genocide started, the Canadian general in
charge of the U.N. contingent in Rwanda sent five cables to U.N.headquarters
in New York warning that a bloodbath was brewing and begging for reinforcements.
In February Belgium pressed the same case at the United Nations too. All the
major powers, including the United States, were well aware of these warnings.
They ignored them.

Next, Vice President AI Gore commented. He said, rightly, that "in retrospect we
were too late getting in there. We would have saved more lives if we had acted
earlier." But Mr. Gore also sought to imply that the administration had not failed
completely to act: "We did actually send troops into Rwanda to help with
the humanitarian relief measures." But U.S. troops did not arrive in
Rwanda until July, after the IdIUng was finished. Mr. Gore also said the
United States was right not to have "put our troops in to try to separate
the parties." But that was not what a Rwanda intervention need have entailed.
In much of the country, the genocide did not involve two armed bands fighting
pitched battles. It involved thugs killing unarmed civilians.

Mr. Gore went on to say, "In the Balkans, we had allies, NATO, ready, willing and
able to go and carry a big part of the burden. In Africa, we did not." This is not
true either. In Rwanda, the United States could have built on help from
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the United Nations, which had a force of 2,eOO-before it was cut back in
April, partly at American urging. In May, after the massacre had begun,
the United Nations assembled an African force to go to Rwand., and asked
the United States to supply 50 armored vehicles. But the United States
failed to deliver these for weeks, arguing over who would provide spare
parts and maintenance.

The few U.N. troops who remained in Rwanda saved about 30,000 lives simply
by stationing small groups of soldiers outside a stadium, a hotel and a few other
places where Tutsis were taking shelter. It did not take much to tum back the
machete-wielding youth. It would not have taken much, U.N. commanders
believed, to have saved many thousands more.

It is bad enough that Mr.Gore, who claimed to espouse a foreign policy based on
values, half-defends a failure for which even President Clinton has apologized. It
is worse that Mr. Bush does not even see a policy failure in the way
America allowed the genocide to unfold. The Texas governor said his
foreign poUcy would be based on national Interest alone; he further
suggested that events in su~aharan Africa seemed to him remote from U.S.
interests. But it is not in the national Interest for America to lose its
ability to lead; and that is what will happen if this nation's leaders see
no urgency in preventing a preventable genocide.
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Questions on

Africa Policy for

Candidates & --
Polieymakers

The questions here are addressed to candidates in the
Noumber 2000 election in the u.s. They also apply more
generally to rich-country policy makers whose actions or

indiffirence shape the intemationaL response to issues SIIch
as debt, HJVIAJDS, economic development. security and

human rights.
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FOur decades after the first wave

of African independence and

less than a decade after the end

of political apartheid in South Africa,

the African continent risks being

trapped in an updated system of

global apartheid. Initiatives to

expand genuine political and

economic freedoms are widespread

across the diverse continent. But their

chances for success depend not only

on local efforts bur also on global

structures dominated by a minority

of rich-country elites.

Recognizing Africa's
Importance

(l) Thirteen percent of Americans

trace their ancestry to Africa. The

US imports 14 percent of its oil

from Africa. Overall US trade with

Africa is greater than with the

former Soviet Union. Yet, according

to the New York Times, "Mr. Bush

has not yet made a priority ofAfrica,

which has been discussed more

.. extensively by his rival, Mr. Gore.

Like Mr. Clinton, however, neither

Mr. Bush nor Mr. Gore has

suggested that they would change

the American position that there is

no strategic interest in Africa... "

• What interests do you think the

US has in Africa?

Achieving Economic Justice

(2) Despite years of international promises to

provide debt relief for impoverished countries,

African countries are still spending more on debt

payments to wealthy countries than they invest in

health. The World Bank/IMF Heavily Indebted

Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative has only been

implemented for a few countries, and even for

them provides no sustainable exit from debt

bondage.

• Do you support canceling Africa's

unsustainable debt as was done for European

countries in economic crisis such as

Germany and Poland? What new measures

do you propose to achieve this?

(3) Many decisions about economic policy for

African countries are being made by global

institutions, such as the World Bank, IMF, the

World Trade Organization, and the "Paris Club"

of credi tor coun tries. These decisions are

weakening African governments' capacity to

provide essential public investments like health

and education infrastructure. In recent years,

public pressure has resulted in more public

information, bur neither African governments

nor African civil society have effective roles as

participants in these decision-making processes.

• What measures do you propose to increase

democratic participation and transparency

in global economic institutions, so that

they are accountable to those affected by

their decisions?



(4) According to UNAIDS, Mrica, with about 12

percent of the world's population, accounts for

80 percent of the world's deaths due to AIDS.

Ninety percent of the world's deaths due to

malaria are in Mrica. In the last decade, life

expectancies in many Mtican countries, which

had been improving, have begun dropping

sharply largely due to AIDS. Mrican

governments are struggling with woefully

inadequate public infrastructure and resources to

address a broad spectrum of health needs. These

include ptimary health care, as well as AIDS

specific education, ptevention, research,

treatment and care, and support for families and

communities to strengthen their capacity to cope

with the long term effects of the AIDS pandemic.

• In light of this global health emergency,

especially devastating in Africa, do you

support allocating public wealth - at least 5

percent of the US annual budget surplus 

to a global health emergency fund to

provide grants with distribution criteria

based upon the seriousness of the health

threat and the resources available to

address them?

• What additional measures would you

support to defeat AIDS?

Supporting Human
Rights and Democracy

(5) Following decades of military dictatorship,

Nigeria has an elected civilian government.

President Clinton's trip to Nigeria was a signal of

support for this new government, which is a

major oil supplier for the US. Yet the majority of

Nigeria's people suffer daily from the effects of

crushing debt payments, environmental

destruction, abject poverry, human rights abuses,

and military repression, which continue to go

unaddressed. The fate of Nigeria has

repercussions far beyond its borders.

• What enforceable measures do you propose

to promote corporate responsibility and

ensure accountability from US and other

foreign oil companies in Nigeria, including

the clean-up of past pollution?

• What policies and practices do you propose

to ensure that increased US aid supports

civilian reconstruction and broad based

economIc development rather than

military expansion?

• What measures do you support to cancel

Nigeria's debt?

(6) Human rights for all are not only valuable in

themselves, but are also indispensable to ensure

sustainable and equitable economic development.

Equal education and access to credit for women,

for example, enhance children's health and

agricultural production. Groups deprived of their



rights, such as modern-day slaves in

Sudan and Mauritania, are particularly

victimized by conflict and poverty. It

appears in many cases that US

economic interests take priority over

the promotion of human rights in

US/Africa policy.

• What enforceable measures do

you propose to ensure that

governments and corporations

benefitting from US aid and

trade relations do not violate

human rights in Africa?

Promoting Peace and Security

(7) Unresolved conflicts, such as in

Angola, Congo and Sudan, and

governments resistant to democracy,

such as in Cote d'Ivoire, Egypt,

Kenya and Zimbabwe, threaten to

reverse the trend of democratization

in Africa. There is no "one-size-fits

all" solution. It is clear, however, that

sustained international engagement

designed to target the root causes of

conflict makes a significant contri

bution to sustainable peacemaking.

Efforts which support resolutions

with long-term benefits for the

broader society increase the potential

for democratic initiatives to succeed

in Africa.

• What do you propose to ensure

that the US identify and pursue

non-military measures to prevent conflicts

and to support African campaigns for

peace and democracy where conflict exists?

Which countries would you give priority

attention to, and why?

(8) US failure to pay its UN dues, particularly

for peacekeeping operations, heightens the

double standard resulting in neglect for

humanitarian crises arising from African

conflicts. In 1999, for example, U

humanitarian appeals raised $453 for each

"target beneficiary" in Kosovo, and only $33 for

each "target beneficiary" in Sierra Leone.

• Do you support full and immediate US

payment of its obligations to the UN? Do

you support increasing UN capacity for

effective peacekeeping and humanitarian

operations in Africa?

Combating Racism

(9) Although there are more refugees and

internally displaced persons in Africa than any

other region of the world, the US has only one

full processing site for all 54 countries of Africa.

Ceilings for admission of African refugees are

disproportionately lower than other regions and

fewer processing sites ensure that fewer Africans

will be approved for relocation to the US. 97%

of immigrants detained in the US are people of

color, yet the top five countries ol origin for

illegal immigrants are European. This stark

reality has led to accusations that the

Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)

is practicing "a decidedly racist pattern of

detainment" - racial profiling. Once granted

admission, Africans are less likely than

Europeans to be given the status that qualifies

them for support services such as English

classes, job training and emergency food

assistance, typically necessary for a successful

transition to self-reliant particIpation In

American society.

• What measures would you take to correct

these discriminatory and harsh immigra

tion policies disproportionately applied to

African immigrants and asylum seekers?

• What new policies would you promote to

ensure more equitable processing

opportunities, ceilings for admission, and

resettlement resources for African refugees

seeking asylum in the US?

(10) Many people say countries which benefitted

so tremendously from the slave trade should pay

reparations to Africans and their descendants,

comparable to restitution provided Holocaust

and Japanese internment camp survivors.

Reparations should be based not only on the

historical exploitation and destruction caused by

the slave trade and colonialism, but also the

crimes of segregation and structural racism, as

well as the Cold War support for apartheid and

other brutal African dictatorships.

• Do you agree? If so, how do you think

such reparations should be implemented

in order to address this legacy of

injustice? If you do not agree with

reparations, why not?
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